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Punishments and rewards are not really opposites, but two sides of 
the same coin.....Neither strategy helps children to grapple with the 
question "What kind of person do I want to be?" 

                                                                                          -Alfie Kohn 
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All parents want an orderly and well-functioning child to fit into 
society in an appropriate and independent way. 

BUT parents think that by using punishments and rewards as a 
form of discipline will allow their children to function appropriately 
and independently in society........IT WON'T! 

 

1) DISCIPLINE: from the Latin word disciplina, or “teaching”. 

 

2) PUNISHMENT AND REWARD CONS: 

 

a) Punishment Cons: 
● escalates conflict 

  

● shuts down learning, problem solving or creative thinking 
  

● elicits fight or flight response (defense mechanism) 
  

● makes child rebel, feel shamed or angry 
  

● represses feelings 
  

● causes child to figure out how not to be caught 
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b) Reward Cons:  

(alluring but needs to be used correctly- to follow) 

 

● leads to unattractive bargaining, eg: "How much do I get for 
it?" 
  

● it only controls a child momentarily, it can wear off or even 
backfire 
  

● rewards quickly fade in effectiveness, kids get bored and 
parents get fed-up 
  

● it decreases a child's natural motivation (intrinsic motivation) 
and enjoyment and therefore the external reward (external 
validation) overshadows the child's internal motivation 
  

● certain rewards are associated with lowering creativity and 
innovative thinking, ie: knowing that a reward will be received, 
stops the child from thinking deeply and seeing the 
possibilities/ solutions 
  

● tricking the child in doing something they don’t want to do 
therefore feeling controlled, leads to non-compliance, eg: "It's 
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ok, I don't want more money or stickers anyway." 
  

● rewards are irrelevant when demands we make exceed a 
child's current level of ability. 
 

NB!!! TAKE NOTE: 

A certain way of implementing rewards can be used..... 

BUT REMEMBER..... the natural results/ natural consequences 
of actions serves as a reward. For example: "If you're dressed and 
ready to go to school by 7:00, we'll have time to play a game before 
we have to leave." 

The connection, here, between the child's actions and the outcome 
is obvious, logical and easy to implement. 

Rewards can be used for getting over tricky /difficult situations. For 
example: if the child has a temporary illness and needs to take 
nasty-tasting medicine or needs to take eye drops, there's no 
learning happening so a sticker chart or small reward 
acknowledges the difficulty and helps your child get through it. 

 

Rewards can be useful to gain co-operation, with practice that 
will increase competence, such as doing the times tables. 
Practicing maths isn't fun but if it makes your child feel more 
comfortable and confident, pairing the practice with a fun activity 
afterwards may be worthwhile. 
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DO NOTs in Rewards: 

● giving a reward first and expecting good behaviour later= 
bribery 

● promising a huge reward, far away in time, for perfect 
behaviour= setup for failure 

● setting criteria that child can't meet= demoralizing 

● "behaviour charts" with frowny/ angry faces or black dots, 
ends up being proof of child's "badness"= not helpful to child's 
self-esteem 
 

DOs When Using Rewards: 
● keep rewards small, achievable and close in time to the 

desired behaviour 

● focus on non-tangible rewards, such as an extra privilege or 
doing something fun. 

● offering a surprise celebration of accomplishment rather than 
a bargaining tool beforehand.  

● use them sparingly, so your child isn't constantly "fed" with 
bargaining opportunities or a sense of being controlled. 
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However, parents goal in raising children is more than compliance. 

Parents want their children to be able to do the right thing even 
when parents are not around to hand out rewards. 

 

Therefore best steps: ACT/ ALP (to come)....FIRST you have 
to....... 

 

3) LOOK UNDERNEATH THE TIP OF THE ICEBERG: 

a) ASSESS/ UNDERSTAND the externalised behaviour/ difficult 
behaviour/ challenging behaviour! 

As Greene (2014:10) states: "Challenging behaviour occurs when 
the demands being placed upon a child outstrip the skills he has to 
respond adaptively to those demands." 

ie: challenging kids are lacking the skills of flexibility, adaptability, 
frustration tolerance, and problem solving, skills most of us take for 
granted. 

: ( they do poorly, when life...demands...skills...they're lacking! ) :
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Therefore Greene (2014: 10) suggests.....UNDERSTANDING..... 

1) ....why your child is challenging? 

2) ....when your child is challenging? 

(parents, use your private investigator resources) 

 

b) Externalised/ Difficult/ Challenging Behaviour? 

 

Explosive: 

● screaming 

● swearing  

● hitting  

● kicking  

● biting  

● defiance  

● spitting 

Implosive: 

● Crying 
● Sulking 
● Pouting 
● anxiety attacks 
● down and withdrawn 
● cranky and irritable 
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Metaphor: 

REMEMBER: Parent, you are the captain of the ship so you need 
to be calm and in control and steer the ship in the correct 
coordinates/direction. 
There will be a storm (intense emotion/tantrum). Emotions are 
okay. They come and they go, they aren't forever (shouldn't 
be scary). 
If you as captain reassures the co-captain (child), that you are 
there no matter what and show your calm voice and face, the 
storm will pass. 
But you as captain have the advantage of being able to read the 
water and see the bigger waves or storms ahead. Captain's 
experience and foresight (a parents' binoculars) allows you to 
plan ahead and see trouble spots on the horizon (remember 
understanding the why and when challenging behaviours 
happen). 
ie: you know the signs you and your child is running low on 
energy, food or sleep. 
Therefore, this helps you plan/prepare ahead and anticipate 
difficult moments, rather than jumping ship (being reactive). 

 

 

So HEEEERE it comes, what you've 
been waiting for............ 

THE THREE IMPORTANT STEPS!!! 
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4) THREE STEPS: ACT/ALP!!! 

1. ACKNOWLEDGE THE EMOTION/ ATTUNE 

watch, listen, understand, be with attitude 

eg: "I know you would really like to eat that sweetie now and they 
look really yummy" 

2. COMMUNICATE THE RULE/ LIMIT SETTING 

state and hold reasonable limits or state a reality, be specific, clear 
and brief 

eg: "But we are not buying that today because we just getting what 
we need for our meal tonight / we can't have that before dinner, it 
can spoil our appetite." 

3. TARGET ALTERNATIVES/ PROBLEM SOLVING 

engage your child in creating solutions, provide one or two choices, 
choices given must be acceptable to parent and child, family 
meetings, sometimes need a follow through step. 

eg: "Do you want to put it back or shall I carry it or fly it back onto 
the shelf like a sweetie-superhero/ where would you like to place it 
so you can remember to have it after dinner?" 
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5) SCENARIOS/ EXAMPLES: 

 

a) PACT/PALP: 

● includes Preparation Step (Remember Binoculars!) 
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b) For Hitting, Pushing, Biting and Other Physical Behaviours: 

● includes Safety Step and Check-In Step 
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c) For Listening and Co-operation: 

● include Preparation Step 
● always state want you want, NOT, what you don't want 
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d) For Sibling Relationship: 

● include Safety Step 
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e) For Screen Time: 

● includes Preparation Step 
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f) For Bedtime and Sleep: 

Interesting Facts: How Much Sleep Do You Really Need? 

 

Age    Sleep Needs 

Newborn (0-2months)  12-18 hours  

Infants (3-11months)  14-15 hours 

Toddlers (1-3years) 12-14 hours  

Preschoolers (3-5years)  11-13 hours  

School-age children (5-10years) 10-11hours  

Teens (10-17years)  8.5-9.25 hours 

Adults 7-9 hours  

● Includes Preparation Step 
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6) CONCLUSION: 

Greene (2014:13) states: "The reason reward and punishment 
strategies haven't helped is because they won't teach your child the 
skills he's lacking or solve the problems that are contributing to 
challenging episodes." 

 

 

 

7) RESOURCES: 

● www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/growing-friendships/20190
3/what-s-wrong-sticker-charts-and-reward-systems 
  

● Heather Turgeon, MFT & Julie Wright, MFT. 2018. Now Say 
This. The Right Words To Solve Every Parenting Dilemma: 
The 3-Step Approach to Effective Communication. New 
York: Penguin Random House LLC. 
  

● Ross W. Greene, PHD. 2014. The Explosive Child. A New 
Approach for Understanding and Parenting Easily Frustrated, 
Chronically Inflexible Children. New York: Harper. 
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YOUR OWN SCENARIOS: 

 

Example1: 

 

 

A: Acknowledge Emotion/Attune 

 

 

C/L: Communicate the Rule/ Limit Setting 

 

 

 

T/P: Target and Alternative/ Problem Solving 
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Example2: 

 

 

 

A: Acknowledge Emotion/Attune 

 

 

C/L: Communicate the Rule/ Limit Setting 

 

 

T/P: Target and Alternative/ Problem Solving 
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